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 The type and state of the fading channel directly affect the performance of massive multi-input 

and multi-output (MIMO) system. For example, the small and large fading (SSF and LSF) of 

the channel have a great impact on the sum-rate of the system. However, the channel state 

information (CSI) is far from perfect, making it difficult to analyze the sum-rate of massive 

MIMO systems with uniform user distribution. To solve the problem, this paper proposes three 

scheduling algorithms, namely, semi-orthogonal user scheduling (SUS), random user 

scheduling (RUS), and distance-dependent user scheduling (DUS). The three algorithms were 

adopted to schedule different number of users (8, 10 and 12), based on the maximum signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) with changing number of base station antennas, number of active users, 

etc. The zero forcing (ZF) precoding was employed to improve the sum-rate, and the highly 

scattering Rayleigh fading channel was considered for both SSF and LSF, in the light of user 

locations. Under imperfect CSI and additional noise, the DUS achieved higher sum-rate than 

the other algorithms. The research results shed new light on the use of massive MIMO systems 

for 5G applications with high sum-rate requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 

systems have drawn special attention in the cellular network, 

for data communication over conventional single input single 

output (SISO) systems. MIMO is seen as a key role player in 

terms of considerable improvement in the system capacity, 

spectrum efficiency, link reliability, energy efficiency, 

resistance to interference, providing quality of service, 

increase the coverage area, and degrees of freedom [1]. 

Massive MIMO also has appeared as the foundation and 

enabler element of the 5G cellular network for data 

communication. The increase in the capacity results from 

parallel transmissions to large number of users with a common 

spectrum. The base station (BS) contains a large number of 

antennas transmitting signals to a large number of users each 

with a single antenna or more than one antenna with different 

path that enhance capacity and link reliably of the system. Also, 

the system is able to resist intentional jamming and 

interference in such massive MIMO network. For the beam-

forming capacity with massive MIMO technology, the 

specified spectrum may be utilized [2]. The enhancement of 

system capacity and energy efficiency in massive MIMO 

system is totally dependent on joint user scheduling and base 

station antenna selection appropriately [3-6]. But joint 

selection of optimal number of best users and antennas in 

terms of some performance index of cellular massive MIMO 

network is not easy to achieve. 

The strategy may require selecting a maximum number of 

users, each one allocated a base station antenna so that the 

system sum-rate is maximum possible. Also the system sum-

rate for transmitting data to a specified number of best users, 

each allocated one best antenna in some sense may be required 

to be maximized. Perfect and imperfect CSI is generally used 

in massive MIMO network for achieve maximum system sum 

rate derivation [7]. For user selection, mostly random user 

selection (RUS) and round robin algorithm (RRA) are widely 

used as it has very low computational cost for an approximate 

same capacity. As massive MIMO network has large number 

of users and antennas, the probability to obtain users with 

almost orthogonal channels is more. Hence semi-orthogonal 

user selection (SUS) is most popular and widely used method 

for very good system capacity and low interference and 

computational cost [8]. For efficient spectrum and energy 

efficiency, selections of the best users are required in 

conventional MIMO cellular network. In the same way it is 

also needed in the massive MIMO cellular network [9-12]. In 

conventional MIMO network the numbers of users are usually 

more than the numbers of base station antennas. But in 

massive MIMO network, numbers of base station antennas are 

very larger than the number of users. With N number of base 

station antennas and K number of users in the massive MIMO 

network, the cost of computational complexity become very 

large that is commonly O(N3K) for the SUS algorithm. The 

massive MIMO network may use both FDD and TDD frame 

work for user scheduling and data communication. The TDD 

based massive MIMO network is most popular as it allocates 

the whole spectrum to each individual user so that the system 

capacity improves significantly. 

To obtain maximum system sum-rate and reduce 

computational cost within a limited backhaul capacity for 

downlink TDD based massive MIMO network, Xu et al. [13] 

proposed three joint antenna and semi-orthogonal user 

selection (JASUS) algorithms. In these algorithms, users 
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contributing insignificantly to system sum-rate of massive 

MIMO network, where users are removed iteratively. A 

swapping based and simplified JASUS algorithm is suggested 

by Dong et al. [14] for downlink massive MIMO network with 

ZF precoding improving the system sum-rate and reducing the 

computational complexity. A low complexity JASUS 

algorithm with optimal system sum-rate growth is reported by 

Benmimoune et al. [15] where the users and antennas are 

removed step by step method. Moreover, to achieve higher 

spectral efficiency in massive MIMO non-orthogonal multiple 

access system, for single-band two-users and multi-band 

multi-users JASUS algorithm is presented by Liu and Wang 

[16]. For increase in the system sum-rate and minimization of 

feedback overhead for FDD based massive MIMO system, 

maximum channel gain based antenna group scheduling 

algorithm is suggested by Lee et al. [17]. 

In this paper we consider imperfect channel estimation by 

the base station from the pilot signal transmitted by the user 

antennas, each user has only one antenna for transmission and 

reception of signals. Hence there is channel estimation error 

which causes interference noise in the reception of the wanted 

signals. We also consider that the channel consists of both 

small scale fading (SSF) and large scale fading (LSF) 

components in its action on the transmitted signals. In such 

scenario of channel estimation error, we are interested to study 

performance of massive MIMO systems. We further consider 

that the users are distributed uniformly within a circular 

geographical area having a minimum distance from the base 

station which is not zero, equivalent to a real case scenario. 

As we understand that TDD based massive MIMO system 

has great advantage, we consider the TDD frame work in this 

paper. For simultaneously serving the scheduled users by an 

equal number of base station antennas, we consider that the 

channel is estimated with pilot signal and linear simple zero 

forcing (ZF) precoding is used to diminish the interference. 

From a set of X single antenna users and M BS antenna, we 

select a pre-specified number of K users and N BS antennas, 

and maximize the system capacity, energy efficiency and 

spectral efficiency. For maximizing the system capacity, we 

consider simple three joint user scheduling and antenna 

selection algorithms: Distance Dependent User Scheduling 

and Maximum SNR based Antenna Selection (DUS-MSAS), 

Semi-orthogonal User Scheduling and Maximum SNR based 

Antenna Selection (SUS-MSAS), and Random User 

Scheduling and Maximum SNR based Antenna Selection 

(RUS-MSAS). 

The contribution of this paper is summarized as: we have 

considered three algorithms such as DUS-MSAS, SUS-MSAS, 

and RUS-MSAS for data-rate improvement with ZF precoding. 

In DUS-MSAS algorithm, we selected those users nearest to 

the BS antenna and choose those base station antennas having 

maximum SNR with the selected users. In the SUS-MSAS, we 

selected the users those channel vectors are almost orthogonal 

with each other, and select those base station antennas having 

maximum SNR with the selected users. In RUS-MSAS 

algorithm, we selected the users randomly and choose those 

base station antennas having maximum SNR with the selected 

users. In this paper, we assumed that CSI is imperfect and 

introduces a term that may be considered as causing 

interference or additional noise. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system 

model is presented in section-2, proposed algorithms are 

presented in section-3, results of simulation study are 

discussed in section-4, and conclusion of the work drawn is in 

section-5. 

Notation: The Hermitian matrix, operation of conjugate 

transpose, pseudo-inversion denoted by (•)
┴

, tr(•) and (•)ϒ 

respectively. In this paper, the vector and matrix denoted as 

lower and upper case boldface letters respectively. The 

expected value with respect to the x is Ex[•]. The symmetric 

complex Gaussian distribution for circular scenario is CN(n, ƛ) 

where the mean vector is denoted as n and covariance matrix 

is represented as ƛ. The absolute values of the scalar quantity 

of a vector, Frobenius norm of vector and transpose is denoted 

as, │•│, ║•║2 and [•]T respectively. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

We consider a downlink massive MIMO network that 

operates in TDD mode, the schematic diagram of which is 

shown in Figure 1. It consists of a single transmitter Base 

station equipped with M antennas and X single antenna 

receivers. The users are uniformly distributed in the cellular 

network excluding the shadow area as shown the figure. For 

each coherence time slot, the transmitter selects K users from 

X users and N antennas from M antennas of the BS for 

simultaneous data transmission, assuming that the magnitude 

of N and K are of same order. The channel SSF is assumed as 

Rayleigh distributed highly scattering and slowly fading over 

the block length of information. The LSF of the channel is due 

to signal fading of the users based on their distances from the 

BS. 

From the M antennas to X users the composite channel 

matrix C for SSF and LSF characteristics is expressed as 

 

=C H DR    (1) 

 

where, CϵℂX×M and is the correlation matrix of transmit 

antennas which is modeled through δ-Kac-Murdock-Szego 

matrix [18]. HϵℂX×M is the SSF Rayleigh fading channel 

matrix with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d). 

Whose mean is zero and covariance is one. DϵℂX×M is the main 

diagonal matrix and comprises of LSF coefficient βk and its 

value is βk=cdk
-a where k=1,...,K, dk is distance of the kth user 

from BS, ‘a’ is the path loss exponent and ‘c’ is the reference 

LSF factor for wireless cellular network. We consider the 

channel to be uncorrelated and hence R=1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. TDD based downlink massive MIMO model 
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The BS achieves SSF CSI based on estimating the channel 

training signals as we assume the system operates in TDD 

mode. Hence SSF CSI matrix H is modeled as 

 

ˆH = H + H    (2) 

 

where, the estimation channel matrix is Ĥ=[ĥ1
T,…, ĥK

T]T and 

the error channel matrix is �̃� = [�̃�1
𝑇 , … , �̃�𝐾

𝑇 ]
𝑇

 having 

dimension K×N. The Ĥ and �̃� can be written as  

 

ˆ 1 ; = − =
1 2

H U H U          (3) 

 

where, 0≤ρ≤1 and the kth row vectors of Ĥ and �̃� are ĥεℂ1×N 

and �̃�ℇℂ1×𝑁 respectively for the kth user, with U1 and U2 as 

two independent matrices modeled as i.i.d CN(0,1). In our 

model we consider that at the BS, LSF CSI is perfectly known 

for selected users and antennas. Therefore, from Eq. (2) and 

Eq. (3), the Eq. (1) can be rewritten for downlink channel 

matrix as 

 

ˆC = C + C                     (4) 

 

Using Eq. (2) in the above equation we have 

 

( )ˆ

ˆ 1. 1.

ˆ

a a

k k

a a

k k

cd cd

cd cd

− −

− −

C = H + H DR

C = H + H

C = H + H

   (5) 

 

Considering ZF linear precoding scheme to nullify the 

interference amongst the selected users due to imperfect SSF 

CSI Rayleigh fading channel, the transmit vector xεℂN×1, is 

written as 

 

ˆ s =x C                 (6) 

 

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ s ⊥ ⊥=
-1

x C CC                     (7) 

 

where, Ĉϒ is the pseudo-inverse vector of Ĉ and ς is the power 

controlling factor. The data bearing transmit symbol vector 

is�̅� = [𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝐾]
𝑇and kth selected users symbol is represented 

as Sk. Assuming P as total system power, the constraint of 

long-term power is as bellow. 

 

( )P E tr ⊥ 
 

xx  

 

The power controlling factor ς can be calculated as in Eq. 

(8) 

 

( )
1

ˆ ˆ

P

tr


−

⊥

=

CC

         (8) 

 

To reduce the system computational cost in our proposed 

model, we assume equal power allocation to each selected 

users. Two vectors u and v are said to be ϑ-orthogonal if ϑ≤0 

[19] which is mathematically represented as- 

 



⊥


u v

u v
                   (9) 

 

where, the value of ϑ is positive as shown in Ref. [20]. With 

the aid of Eq. (7) the received signal vector of K×1 dimension 

is given as- 

 

r = Cx +ω                  (10) 

 

Utilizing Eq. (4) in Eq. (10) we have 

 

( )ˆr = C + C x +ω  

 

Using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) in the above equation, it can be 

rewritten as- 

 

( )ˆ ˆ s = +r C + C C ω  

ˆ ˆ ˆs s  = + +r CC CC ω  

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆs s 
⊥ ⊥= + +

-1

r CC CC CC ω  

ˆs s 


= + +r CC ω             (11) 

 

In Eq. (11), ω=[ω1,…,ωk]TєℂK×1 is the additive white 

Gaussian noise vector and ωk≈CN (0, σn
2), at the receiver user 

terminal. The received signal vector for the kth selected user is 

given by 

 

,

ˆ
k k k j j k

k N j k

r s s  

= 

= + + C C ω    (12) 

 

Using Eq. (5) in Eq. (12), the above can be rewritten as 

 

,

ˆ
k k j j k

k N j

k

k

ar cds s  −

= 

 + + k
h C ω  (13) 

 

where, �̃� is kth row vector of �̃�. The first term of Eq. (13) is 

the desired signal power of the data symbol. The second term 

of Eq. (13) may be considered as an additional noise term over 

the normal Gaussian noise and which is considered here as the 

interference term arising out because of imperfect channel 

estimation. Hence, we rewrite the Eq. (13) as 

 

,

a

k k j k

k N j k

k sds cr   



−

=

 + + k j
h C ω        (14) 

 

The equation of SINR for kth the receiver user can be written 

as 

 
2

2
2 2

,

a

kn

k N j k

cd



  −

= 

=
+ 

k

k j

SINR
h C

       (15) 

 

The system sum-rate of selected users and selected antennas 

is given by 

 

( )2

1

log 1
N

k=

= + k
SINR          (16) 
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where, ( ) 1 N or K  = −   is the Prelog factor and τ is the 

coherence time in the considered slot and is constant. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

 

In this paper, as stated earlier, we study performance of 

massive MIMO systems using the three algorithms, namely 

DUS-MSAS (Algorithm-A), SUS-MSAS (Algorithm-B) and 

RUS-MSAS (Algorithm-C). In algorithm-A, users nearest to 

the BS are scheduled, in algorithm-B, users that are mutually 

orthogonal or semi-orthogonal to each other, are scheduled, 

and in algorithm-C, users are scheduled randomly. In all the 

algorithms the base station antennas are selected based on 

maximum SNR to the scheduled receivers. Algorithms A, B, C 

are expressed by the following. 

 

Algorithm A: Distance Dependent User Scheduling and 

Maximum SNR based Antenna Selection (DUS-MSAS). 

   

Steps involved in Distance Dependent User Scheduling 

(DUS): 

        Initialization: Number of BS antenna M;  

         Number of Users X; 

        Iteration 1i  ; User set  1,... ...,k X ;  

       Selected user set 
K    

• While i K  

o For each k in   do 

o Users that are nearest to the BS are scheduled     

 argminU k kd =  

o ; \K K U K       

o Channel vector of selected user ,K k =h h  

o 1i i= +  

o end 

• end 

DUS K =    

Steps involved in Antenna Selection: 

For each user in
DUS , Channel vector of selected user 

,K k =h h  

No. of BS antenna M; Iteration 1j  ;  

Base station set  1,... ,...,m M ;  

Set of selected base station antenna ,K N    

▪ While j N  

o 
2

,argmaxA i k =
i

h  

o , ,K N K N A    ; ,\ K N   

o Channel vector of selected user and antenna  

, ,K N k ih = h  

o 1j j +  

▪ end 

, DUS M SK AN S− =   

 

Algorithm-B: Semi-orthogonal User Scheduling and 

Maximum SNR based Antenna Selection (SUS-MSAS). 

  

Steps involved in Semi-orthogonal User Scheduling; 

Initialization: Number of BS antenna M; 

               Number of User X; 

       Iteration 1i  ; User set  1,... ...,k X ;  

        Selected user set 
K    

To select first reference user,
1 ,argmax  =

2

k
h  

1K K   ; 

▪ While i K  

o For each k in   do 

o 

⊥


κ k-1

k k-1

h h

h h
 

o end  

o 
,argmaxU k  =

2

k
h  

o ; \K K U K       

o Channel vector of selected user ,K k h = h  

o 1i i= +  

▪ end 

SUS K =   

For each user in 
SUS  

Steps involved in Antenna Selection: 

Same as in Algorithm-A 

U, SN SASK S M− =   

 

Algorithm-C: Random User Scheduling and Maximum 

SNR based Antenna Selection (RUS-MSAS).  

     

 Steps involved in Random user Scheduling: 

Initialization: Number of BS antenna M; 

              Number of User X; 

     Iteration 1i  ; User set  1,... ...,k X ;  

      Selected user set 
K    

• While i K  

o Randomly select users 
U  from   

o ; \K K U K       

o Channel vector of selected user ,K k h = h  

o 1i i= +  

• end 

RUS K =   

Steps involved in Antenna Selection: 

Same as in Algorithm-A 

U, RN SASK S M− =   

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

For exploring the performance of DUS-MSAS, SUS-MSAS 

and RUS-MSAS algorithms with ZF precoding, we 

experiment with simulation of the massive MIMO 

transmissions varying the SNRs, the number of BS antennas, 

and the number of users. Throughout the simulation we 

consider different parameters with values as shown in Table 1. 

The simulation setting is done in Matlab. 

Figure 2 shows the performance of massive MIMO with 

configurations of 8×8, 10×10 and 12×12 sets of selected users 

and selected base station antennas with a variation of SNR, and 

with M=64 and X=32. The simulation results as shown in 

Figure 2 (A), Figure 2 (B), and Figure 2 (C), show that the 

average sum-rate of the system increases linearly with SNR. 

Out of the three proposed algorithms DUS-MSAS has the 
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highest rate whereas RUS-MSAS has the lowest. The DUS-

MSAS and SUS-MSAS have almost the same system sum-rate. 

At lower SNR the difference of sum-rate between algorithms 

is very low and at high SNR the RUS-MSAS lags significantly 

from the other two. 

 

Table 1. Simulation component value 

 

Parameters Value Parameters Value 

N=K 8/10/12 Rmin 75m 

δ 1 P 25dBm 

a 3 M 64 

c 10-3.53 X 32 

σn
2 -96dBm ϑ 0.1 

τ 128 BW 3.5GHz 

Rmax 350m   

 

 
 

Figure 2. Average system sum-rate vs. SNR performance of 

DUS-MSAS, SUS-MSAS, and RUS-MSAS algorithm for 

(A) 8×8, (B) 10×10, and (C)12×12 configuration, with M 

=64 and X=32 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Average system sum-rate vs. SNR for 8×8, 10×10 

and 12×12 configuration, (A) DUS-MSAS (B) SUS-MSAS 

(C) RUS-MSAS, with M=64 and X=32 

We now plot the performance of each algorithm separately 

with all the three configurations as shown in Figure 3 keeping 

M and X same. It is observed from Figure 3 that the average 

sum-rate increases with a greater number of users and antennas 

in the configuration. It is also clear from Figure 3 (A), Figure 

3(B), and Figure 3(C) that the average sum-rate increases 

almost linearly with SNR and at lower SNR the difference of 

rates between configurations is small and at higher SNR the 

difference in rates is higher. For all the three 8×8, 10×10, and 

12×12 configurations, DUS-MSAS and SUS-MSAS perform 

almost equally. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Average system sum-rate vs. M of DUS-MSAS, 

SUS-MSAS, and RUS-MSAS algorithms, (A) 8×8, (B) 

10×10, and (C) 12×12 configuration, with constant 

SNR=25dBm and X=64 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Average sum-rate vs. M for 8×8,10×10 and 12×12 

configuration, (A) DUS-MSAS, (B) SUS-MSAS (C) RUS-

MSAS, with constant SNR=25dBm and X=64 

 

We now explore the effect of variation of M on the system 

sum rate for a specific SNR and X. Varying M from 45 to 200, 

for fixed X=64 and SNR=25dBm, the system sum-rate 

performance is presented in Figure 4. For all the three 
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algorithms, the system sum-rate for 8×8, 10×10 and 12×12 

configurations of sets of selected users and antennas are 

investigated. As is shown in the figures, the average system 

sum-rate rises non-linearly with the variation of M. It is also 

noticed in Figure 4 that for all configurations the DUS-MSAS 

has higher average system sum-rate than SUS-MSAS and 

RUS-MSAS, although the difference between the first two is 

small. We also plot the results for each algorithm separately 

and are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5 (A), (B), and (C), 

we comment that the average system sum-rate increases in 

every algorithm with increase in the size of the configuration 

and the trend is more or less same amongst different 

algorithms. 

In Figure 6 and Figure 7 we show the performance of the 

massive MIMO system with M=64, SNR=25dBm for 

multiuser diversity with varying number of active users X and 

for all algorithms with 8×8, 10×10 and 12×12 configurations. 

We observe from Figure 6 that DUS-MSAS provide highest 

average system sum-rate in all configurations. Also the trend 

of increase of average sum-rate with variation of X is almost 

similar in each configuration for all the algorithms. In Figure 

7 we show the performance for each algorithm separately for 

all the three configurations with varying X. We observe that 

there is significant increase of sum-rate with rise of 

configuration sizes. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Average sum-rate vs. N for DUS-MSAS, SUS-

MSAS, and RUS-MSAS, (A) 8×8, (B) 10×10, (C) 12×12 

configuration, with fixed M=64 and SNR=25dBm 
 

Throughout this paper we have achieved highest average 

system sum-rate using DUS-MSAS algorithm. In this 

algorithm users are chosen based on distance knowledge, i.e. 

those users are scheduled that are nearest to the BS. This 

indicates that nearest users are favored and distant users 

suffered. On the other hand, in the SUS-MSAS, users having 

almost orthogonal channel are scheduled, although it draws 

effect from distance also. In RUS-MSAS algorithm users are 

chosen randomly and hence we observe sum-rate is not 

encouraging. For DUS-MSAS it is required that BS has 

distance information of all the users, whereas in SUS-MSAS 

BS obtains CSI based on pilot signals from users and channel 

having same gain in forward and reverse directions over the 

information length. Also it is observed that the performance 

difference between DUS-MSAS and SUS-MSAS is very small. 

We have left the delay incurred in the computation of each 

algorithm for our future work. However, with intense 

computational facility with the base station, the delay may be 

expected to be within limits. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Average sum-rate vs. N for 8×8, 10×10 and 12×12 

configuration, (A) DUS-MSAS, (B) SUS-MSAS, (C)-of 

RUS-MSAS, with fixed M=64 and SNR=25dBm 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We show simulation results for performance of massive 

MIMO system, assuming imperfect CSI and considering both 

SSF and LSF with ZF precoding, with variation in the number 

of base station antennas, number of active users, and SNR. The 

evaluation of performance is studied for three user scheduling 

techniques SUS, RUS, DUS, and antenna selection based on 

maximum SNR in all cases. The users are distributed 

uniformly in the geographical area of radius 350 meters. The 

results show that the average system sum-rate increases 

nonlinearly with number of BS antennas irrespective of 

scheduling technique, DUS-MSAS being the highest. The 

variation of average system sum rate with number of active 

users, as found from results shows that the system capacity 

increases with number of active users. We also studied 

performance variation of the system with SNR and the results 

show that DUS-MSAS and SUS-MSAS provide almost equal 

average system sum rate, RUS-MSAS being the lowest. The 

performance for 8×8, 10×10, and 12×12 increases with 

increase in SNR, higher number of users having more increase 

in the sum-rate. In this study we have not considered the cost 

of implementation in terms of number of bits for each 

scheduling technique, the further analysis of which we intend 

to report in our future publication. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

M 

X 

Total Number of Base Station Antenna 

Total Number of Users 

K 

N 

C 

Selected Users 

Selected Base Station Antenna 

composite channel matrix  

H 

D 

Channel matrix 

diagonal matrix 

dk 

a 

c 

R 

Ĥ 

�̃� 

x 

s 

P 

r 

distances between user to BS 

path loss exponent 

reference LSF factor 

correlation matrix 

estimation channel matrix 

error channel matrix 

transmit vector 

data bearing transmit signal 

total transmit power 

radius (meter) 

 

Greek symbols 

 

(•)
┴
 

tr(•) 

Hermitian matrix 

Conjugate transpose 
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(•)ϒ Pseudo-inversion 

Ex[•] 

CN(n, ƛ) 

│•│ 

║•║2 

[•]T 

Expected value with respect to x 

Complex gussain distribution with n 

mean and variance ƛ 

Absulate value 

Frobenius norm 

transpose 

βk LSF coefficient 

ς power controlling factor 

Θ Angle between two channel vector 

ω 

σn
2 

ф 

τ 

Additive white Gaussian noise 

covariance value 

Prelog factor 

Coherence time 

Subscripts 

dBm 

m 

Hz 

decibel-milliwatts 

meter 

Hertz 
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